
  

 

 MEMORANDUM 

 

DATE: February 10, 2016 

TO: City of Redmond 

FROM: The Blueline Group 

RE: Hawks Glen (Ray Meadows)-Landmark Tree Exception Request  

 
Project Narrative 

The subject property is comprised of one 9.76 acre parcel within the R4 zone, and is encumbered by 

Montecello Creek(Class II Stream-150’ buffer) and a Class IV Wetland (Wetland A-50’ buffer) as well as three 

offsite wetlands who’s buffers extend onto the subject site.  During the site feasibility, the design team looked 

at the project constraints including the critical area, access, intersection spacing (from 116th) and tree 

retention to determine, clustering the lots to the middle of the site is the most practical way to develop this 

property.  The development is consistent with the City of Redmond Zoning Codes minimum/maximum density 

requirements.  This development provides the least impact to trees while providing the other necessary 

requirements such as pedestrian and vehicular transportation routes, emergency access, aesthetics, and 

single family residences. 

 

 

Exception Request 

In accordance with RZC 21.72.060, all new developments are required to retain 35% of all significant trees 

and all landmark trees. Hawks Glen is exceeding tree retention requirements at 69%.    

 

City of Redmond requires all landmark trees be retained per RZC 21.72.060 A.2., unless an exception request 

is granted.  Below you will find exception criteria for the removal and/or impact of landmark tree 930. Per RZC 

21.72.090, an exception will be not be granted unless B.1.. B.2., B.3. and B.4., are satisfied.  There are a total 

of 8 landmark trees onsite, 7 to be retained. Please accept this letter as a formal exception request from the 

City of Redmond Tree Protection Standards to remove the one landmark trees.   

 

-Tree 930-Western Red Cedar- Removal is required due the location within the developable portion of Lot 15 

in order to retain significant trees within the east portion of the lot, limited building space is available. 

    

B.1 

a.  There are special circumstances related to the size, shape, topography, location, or surroundings of 

the subject property; or  
The site is constrained critical area, buffer and the location of access, that the lots must be 

clustered in the middle of the parcel. Maximum tree retention for this lot was assessed and it was 

determined Tree 930 would need to be removed to allow for the majority of onsite vegetation to 

remain.   

 

b. Strict compliance with the provisions of this code may jeopardize reasonable use of property; or  

The tree must be removed to minimize impacts to perimeter and critical area trees, ultimately allows 

the project to exceed the 35% tree retention requirement.  

 

c. Proposed vegetation removal, replacement, and any mitigating measures proposed are consistent 

with the purpose and intent of the regulations; or  

 The proposal requires 11 replacement trees; please see Landscape Plans for additional information. 
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d. The granting of the exception or standard reduction will not be detrimental to the public welfare or 

injurious to other property in the vicinity; or  

 This proposal includes the retention of 119 trees, 69%, public welfare and adjacent properties will 

not be compromised with the removal of one landmark trees.  

B.2.   

If an exception is granted below the required minimum retention standard of 35 percent, tree 

replacement shall be at a minimum of three trees for each significant tree removed. Tree replacement 

ratios may be modified for master plans within urban centers to allow for 1:1 replacement when 

accompanied by a three-tier vegetative replacement plan.  

The proposal is located within R-4 zone, and includes the retention of 119 trees, 69%.  11 replacement 

trees are required; please see Landscape Plans for additional information. 

B.3.  

Native Growth Protection Area (NGPA). Trees within an established Native Growth Protection Area shall 

not be removed, except when removal has its specified purpose:  

This tree is not located within the open space tract.  Items a-h, are not applicable.   

B.4. 

Proposed tree removal, replacement, and any mitigation proposed are consistent with the purpose and 

intent of this section.  

Mitigation for the removal of this tree will be met through the replanting of three new trees.  Please 

reference preliminary plat and landscape plans for additional details as described by RZC 21.72.  
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